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A new method for evaluating the
utilization effect of carbonate gas
reservoir reserves
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After nearly 60 years of development, the carbonate gas reservoirs in Sichuan
Basin have entered the middle and late stages of development. Affected
by various geological factors such as complex structure, formation water
distribution and water invasion intensity, low permeability, fracture development
degree, fracture-cavity combination, etc., and the difference of development
technical policies, the utilization effect of reserves varies greatly among different
gas reservoirs. Moreover, the current indicators for evaluating the utilization
effect of reserves are mainly reserve utilization degree, dynamic-static reserve
ratio, recovery degree, etc., yet a unified evaluation method has not been
formed. In order to effectively evaluate the utilization effect of reserves and
improve the development benefit of gas reservoirs, the evaluation of utilization
effect of reserves was carried out by comprehensively considering geological
characteristics and development technical policies. On this basis, a new method
for evaluating the utilization effect of carbonate gas reservoir reserves was
formed and applied in specific gas reservoirs. The research results show that:
1) The quality of reserve utilization can accurately evaluate the utilization
effect of gas reservoir reserves; 2) By introducing big data analysis technology,
comprehensively using ward clustering analysis method and Pearson coefficient
to correlate the main influencing factors of reserve utilization effect, a prediction
model of reserve utilization effectwas established; 3) TheWBTCarboniferous gas
reservoir was chosen to verify the aforementioned model, and the result shows
that the model has high prediction accuracy and strong adaptability, which can
accurately evaluate the utilization effect of developed gas reservoir reserves.
The model is also applicable to evaluating the utilization effect of undeveloped
gas reservoirs. In conclusion, by adopting big data analysis, the established
predictionmodel of reserve utilization effect is suitable for quantitative evaluation
and analysis of reserve utilization effect of carbonate gas reservoirs, which can
provide a basis for guiding the formulation of reasonable development technical
policies and improving the reserve utilization effect for similar types of gas
reservoirs.
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1 Introduction

Many carbonate gas reservoirs in Sichuan Basin have entered
the middle and late stages of development, with various types
and complex geological conditions. The gas reservoirs have the
following characteristics: complex structure, diverse trap types
and reservoir types; small gas reservoirs account for more than
70% of the total; most reservoirs are strongly heterogeneous
with low porosity, low permeability and low abundance; local
fracture development and uneven reserve utilization; the gas-water
relationship of gas reservoirs is complex, and the water invasion
degree varies greatly among different gas reservoirs. Most gas
reservoirs are accompanied with edge water and bottomwater.More
than 90% of gas fields produce formation water, which seriously
affects the reserve utilization effect. At present, there are mainly
four types of methods for evaluating the reserve utilization effect
of gas reservoirs, namely, reserve evaluation methods based on
mathematical statistics, numerical simulation, unstable well testing
or material balance. However, there is no systematic evaluation
method for reserve utilization effect. The current indicators for
evaluating reserve utilization effect are mainly reserve utilization
degree, dynamic-static reserve ratio, recovery degree, etc., which
are mostly aimed at the calculation methods of geological reserves
and dynamic reserves and the research on reserve classification
(Li et al., 2009; Wan et al., 2009; Zhu and Xiong, 2011; Chen and
Tang, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019; Li, 2020). In
order to realize the effective utilization of reserves and improve
the development benefit of gas reservoirs, the evaluation of reserve
utilization effect was carried out by comprehensively considering
geological characteristics and development technical policies.

By comprehensively considering geological characteristics
and development technical policies, this paper proposes reserve
utilization quality as an indicator for evaluating reserve utilization
effect. In light of ward clustering analysis method and Pearson
coefficient, the main factors affecting reserve utilization effect are
automatically clustered by computer and analyzed, and a prediction
model of reserve utilization effect is established. This has important
practical significance for guiding the formulation of reasonable
development policies and improving reserve utilization effect for
similar types of gas reservoirs (Yang et al., 2011; Antão et al., 2023;
Adam, 2021; Liu et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2018; Liu, 2012; Jia et al.,
2012).

2 Reserve utilization evaluation
principle and method

For gas field development, the reserve utilization effect is an
important indicator of gas field development, and one of the main
contents of dynamic analysis in gas field development management
(Chen, 2011; Geng et al., 2014; Li et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2020).
The reserve utilization effect is usually qualitatively described by
the reserve utilization status, and numerically characterized by
indicators such as recovery factor, gas production rate, depletion
degree, reserve utilization degree, well pattern control degree, and
reserve controlled by single well. However, it is difficult to give a
comprehensive quantitative evaluation indicator.

The indicators used in the traditional reserve utilization
evaluation methods have large differences in the calculation results
due to different geological factors such as reservoir physical
properties, porosity, permeability, formation water distribution and
fracture development.Therefore, it is somewhat inappropriate to use
these indicators to quantitatively characterize the reserve utilization
effect of gas reservoirs.

Following the principle of material balance of gas reservoirs
and drawing on the concept of quality management, the concept of
“reserve utilization quality” was proposed (Hu et al., 2011; Hu and
Liu, 2011; Hu, 2012; Yu and Masamichi, 2021), which referred to
the dynamic reserve depletion degree under unit pressure drop at a
certain stage, characterizing the current reserve utilization effect of
gas reservoirs. This indicator has characteristics of universality and
comparability that no other related term has, and is applicable to
any gas reservoir. Meanwhile, this indicator reflects the exploitation
level and also the current reserve utilization situation; the reserve
utilization quality at different stages is also related to the exploitation
mode and management level.

reserve utilization quality =
Gp(Δt)/G

(Pt1 − Pt2)/Pt1
(1)

Where, G is the gas reservoir reserves, 108 m3; Gp (∆t) is the
cumulative gas production in ∆t time, 108 m3; Pti is the gas reservoir
formation pressure at ti time.

3 Analysis of factors affecting reserve
utilization quality

The reserve distribution law, development characteristics and
reserve utilization effect of different types of gas reservoirs are
various, and there are many factors affecting the reserve utilization,
mainly including geological factors and development technology
policies. In order to clarify the main controlling factors affecting the
reserve utilization effect, the correlation between reservoir physical
properties, permeability variation coefficient, formation coefficient,
water invasion intensity, well pattern density, production pressure
difference, pressure drop funnel and reserve utilization effect was
analyzed.

Effective formation thickness (h), reservoir porosity (ϕ) and
their product (ϕh) are commonly used indicators to quantitatively
evaluate the production capacity of reservoirs, which are used
to evaluate and analyze the gas production capacity and seepage
capacity of gas reservoirs. The larger reservoir porosity and effective
thickness mean higher reserve utilization quality (Figures 1–3); The
permeability variation coefficient can reflect the degree of reservoir
heterogeneity. The stronger the heterogeneity is, the lower the
reserve utilization quality is (Figure 4); Reasonable well pattern
density and gas production rate determine the final development
effect of gas reservoirs. Under the premise of no interference
between wells, reasonable well pattern density and gas production
rate can mobilize more reserves (Figures 5, 6); the ratio of water
body volume to OGIP can better reflect the influence of formation
water on reserve utilization. Larger ratio of water body volume to
OGIP usually means more serious water invasion, leading to lower
utilization quality (Figure 7).
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FIGURE 1
Relationship between reserve utilization quality and porosity.

FIGURE 2
Relationship between reserve utilization quality and effective
formation thickness.

FIGURE 3
Relationship between reserve utilization quality and storage
coefficient.

FIGURE 4
Relationship between reservoir reserve utilization factor and variation
coefficient of permeability.

FIGURE 5
Relationship between reservoir reserve utilization factor and well
pattern density.

FIGURE 6
Relationship between reservoir reserve utilization factor and gas
production rate.

FIGURE 7
Relationship between reservoir reserve utilization factor and the ratio
of water body volume to OGIP.

4 Reserve utilization effect prediction
model

4.1 Study on quantitative characterization
method of influencing factors

At present, artificial neural network is widely used, and its
basic principle is to form a complex information processing
system with characteristics of self-adaption, self-organizing, self-
learning and distributed parallel computing by connecting a large
number of processing units similar to human brain neurons.
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Because of its powerful pattern recognition classification and
functional approximation ability, it has been widely used in
oil field exploration and development production. The mature
big data analysis technology formed at home and abroad has
qualitative and quantitative analysis methods for the quantitative
characterization of influencing factors. Using quantitative
mathematical characterization methods can more accurately get
the strength of influencing factors, such as risk regression method,
weight calculation method, etc. The system clustering method
further calculates the connection between various factors.

Ward cluster analysis method, namely, the deviation square sum
method, mainly applies the basic idea of variance analysis. When
the classification result is reasonable, the deviation square sum of
the same kind of samples is small, while the deviation square sum
between different kinds is large. The clustering process is as follows:

First, assume that GK and GL are merged into a new class GM,
and then the deviations of GK, GL and GM respectively are as:

WK = ∑
i∈GK

(x(i) − xK)
T(x(i) − xK) (2)

WL = ∑
i∈GL

(x(i) − xL)
T(x(i) − xL) (3)

WM = ∑
i∈GM

(x(i) − xM)
T(x(i) − xM) (4)

Taking the kth class as an example,Wk,WL andWM respectively
represent the centroid of the Kth class, Lth class and Mm-th class,
xk、xL、xM respectively represent the total centroid of all samples
in theKth class, Lth class andMth class, xi represents the ith sample,
i represents all samples in the Kth class, T represents transpose.

If the distance between two classes is relatively close, then the
increase of the deviation square sum aftermerging is relatively small.
For example, if the distance betweenGk andGL is very close, then the
increase of the deviation square sum (i.e., WK-WL-WM) is relatively
small.

Therefore, the clustering algorithm expression using deviation
square sum is:

D2
KL =WM −WK −WL (5)

Where, DKL-Gk and GL are the square distances of these two
classes.

Where, r represents Pearson correlation coefficient; X represents
standardized variable; subscript u represents independent variable
serial number, u = 1,2,3,...,m; k represents sample serial number, k =
1,2,3,...,n; x represents independent variable; x represents the mean
value of independent variable; m represents independent variable
number; n represents sample number; X represents the mean value
of standardized independent variable; Y represents standardized
dependent variable; Y represents the mean value of standardized
dependent variable.

The relevant calculation formula for Pearson correlation analysis
is:

r =
∑n

k=1
[Xu(k) −Xu][Y(k) −Y]

√∑n
k=1
[Xu(k) −Xu]

2√∑n
k=1
[Y(k) −Y]2

(6)

When r > 0.7, it is strong correlation; when 0.4 < r < 0.7, it is
moderate correlation; when 0.2 < r < 0.4, it is weak correlation; when
r < 0.2, it is considered no correlation.

FIGURE 8
Neural network calculation results analysis diagram.

By further calculating the connection between each element,
we can classify objective elements more efficiently and accurately.
Through combining ward cluster analysis method and Pearson
coefficient, computer automatic clustering and multi-factor analysis
are carried out to further clarify the main controlling factors of
reserve utilization effect. The strength of the correlation between
various factors and the quality of reserve utilization can be obtained
by using the correlation coefficient method and thus the influence
of individual factors on the quality of reserve utilization can be
determined.

4.2 Establishment of prediction model

Eight influencing factors with higher correlation coefficients are
obtained with single-factor analysis, among which the geological
influencing factors mainly include porosity, effective thickness,
storage coefficient, the ratio of water body volume to OGIP,
permeability variation coefficient, and the development influencing
factors mainly include well pattern density and gas production rate
during stable production period. Considering the geological and
development influencing factors, the indicators representing the
same category are optimized, and finally five indicators are obtained.

TABLE 1 Themain controlling factors of the geological and development
technology policies for the reserve utilization quality.

Parameters Category Indicators Weight

storage coefficient 0.19

Geology ratio of water body volume
to OGIP

0.24

Reserve utilization quality permeability variation
coefficient

0.22

well pattern density 0.15

Development gas production rate during
stable production period

0.2
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FIGURE 9
Fitting curve of storage coefficient.

Through combining ward cluster analysis method and Pearson
coefficient, SPSS software is used to perform neural network
calculation, and the weight values of influencing factors and the
error values of calculation results are obtained.Themain influencing
factors characterizing the effect of reserve utilization are quantified.
The detailed steps are as follows: 1) Collect and sort out the relevant
data such as gas reservoir dynamic and static parameters, gas
reservoir reserve utilization quality, etc.; 2) In the variable view, set
the initial values of each parameter; 3) Set the dynamic and static
indicators as the input end, and the reserve utilization quality as the
output end, and select the multilayer perceptron neural network to
perform weight calculation; 4) Adjust formula behind the hidden
layer, calculate repeatedly, and export the result graph and datawhen
the error is below 3%.

The results show that the error value is small and the fitting
degree is high, which indicates the accuracy of the result (Figure 8).
Therefore, the weight ratio of different indicators can be obtained,
and the main controlling factors of the geological and development
technology policies for the reserve utilization quality can be clarified
(Table 1).

Considering the influence of geology and development
technology policies on the reserve utilization quality, the fitting

relationship between each influencing factor (five obtained
indicators) and gas reservoir is obtained by Fourier transform.

For example,: the fitting result of storage coefficient is obtained
by fourier transform, as shown in Figure 9. The fitting Formula
7 from Figure 9 can be used to get the solution of X, that is,
Formula 8.

∅h = 5.66+ 3.16*sin(pi*(x− 0.87)/1.05) (7)

x = 1.05*
arcsin(0.32∅h− 1.79)

pi
+ 0.87 (8)

By analogy, the fitting solution formulas corresponding to ratio
of water body volume to OGIP, permeability variation coefficient,
well pattern density and gas production rate in stable production
period are obtained. That is, Formula 9, Formula 10, Formula 11,
Formula 12:

x = 3.39*
arcsin(0.0032k− 0.62)

pi
+ 4.65 (9)

x = 6.21*
arcsin(0.84ρ− 4.51)

pi
+ 8.85 (10)

x = 1.87*
arcsin(0.46v− 1.01)

pi
+ 0.58 (11)

x = 2.07*
arcsin(0.16T− 0.32)

pi
+ 2.75 (12)

Where, k, permeability variation coefficient; ∅h, storage coefficient;
T, ratio of water body volume to OGIP; ρ—well pattern density; v,
gas production rate during stable production period;

The fitting result is obtained from SPSS software and shown in
Figure 10. The fitting formula obtained from the figure is shown in
Formula 13.Theweight values of five influencing indicators obtained
from neural network algorithms are applied to get weighted average
of reserve utilization quality, which is the prediction model as can
be seen from Formula 14.

y = 0.073X0.47 (13)

y = 0.073*

[[[[[[[

[

0.19*(1.05* arcsin(0.32ɸh− 1.79)pi + 0.87)
0.47
+ 0.22*(3.39* arcsin(0.0032k− 0.62)pi + 4.65)

0.47

+0.15(6.21* arcsin(0.84ρ− 4.51)pi + 8.85)
0.47
+ 0.24*(2.07* arcsin(0.16T− 0.32)pi + 2.75)

0.47

+0.2*(1.87* arcsin(0.46v− 1.01)pi + 0.58)
0.47

]]]]]]]

]
(14)

TABLE 2 Table of reservoir factors.

Geology Development

Partitions Porosity
(%)

Effective
formation
thickness

m)

Ratio of
water body
volume to

OGIP

Permeability
(mD)

Effective seam
density (strip/m)

Well pattern
density

(wells/km2)

Gas production
rate (%)

Middle and high permeability zone 6.03 18 1 3.5 7–20 0.45 4

North low permeability zone 5.52 11.66 4 0.25 15.7 0.32 6

South low permeability zone 5.34 8.38 3 0.2 2.1 0.18 7
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FIGURE 10
Fitting curve of reserve utilization quality.

FIGURE 11
Fitting curve of reserve utilization quality (middle and high
permeability zone).

4.3 Validation of the prediction model

Strongly heterogeneous carbonate gas reservoir is selected
for validation of the established prediction model. The WBT
Carboniferous gas reservoir in Sichuan basin ismainly characterized
by medium to low porosity and strong heterogeneity. The reservoir
factors are listed in Table 2.There is a large area of high permeability
in the middle part, with relatively developed fractures in the high-
permeability area and undeveloped fractures in the low permeability
area. There is a significant difference in gas well productivity. Gas
wells with high and low productivity are distributed across the
entire gas reservoir. The proportion of low-yield wells is high, and
the production contribution mainly comes from medium to high-
yield wells; Controlled by factors such as fractures and reservoir

FIGURE 12
Fitting curve of reserve utilization quality (south low permeability
zone).

FIGURE 13
Fitting curve of reserve utilization quality (north low permeability
zone).

physical properties, gas reservoirs are surrounded by edge water and
local sealed water. The dynamic reserves of the main wells in the
main area are relatively large, while the reservoir quality in the low
permeability areas in the north and south part is poor, resulting in
significant differences in terms of reserve utilization effects.

The reserve utilization evaluation model obtained the quality
of reserve utilization in different blocks, with a fitting degree of
over 95% between the predicted value and the actual value, which
demonstrates strong adaptability and high prediction accuracy of
the model (Figures 11–13).

Through a comprehensive analysis of the geological and
development technology policies during the gas reservoir
development process, the following conclusions are drawn:

Medium and high permeability areas: effective formation
thickness and permeability are relatively high, and reservoir
properties are better than those of the north or south low
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permeability areas.Therefore, priority should be given to developing
themediumand high permeability areas. By infilling thewell pattern
(0.45wells/km2), all reserves inmediumand high permeability areas
will be utilized, and the reserves in adjacent low permeability areas
will also be utilized. Currently, the degree of reserve utilization
is 100%. Meanwhile, measures such as water drainage, decreasing
the development intensity of production in medium and high
permeability areas, and controlling production pressure differences
were taken to ensure balanced gas reservoir development and
improve the quality of reserve utilization. The current calculated
reserve utilization quality is 0.96, which also indicates that the
reserve utilization effect is good.

South low permeability area: poor physical properties, low
permeability; and poor production efficiency of gas wells to the
west of TD22 block. At present, the well pattern density is low
(0.18 wells/km2). The dynamic reserves are small, and the degree
of reserve utilization is less than 20%. Thus the calculated reserve
utilization quality is 0.45, indicating poor overall utilization effect.

North low permeability area: the reservoir has poor physical
properties and small dynamic reserves. By infilling the well pattern
(with 0.32 wells/km2), the later water drainage measure is effective,
and the reserve utilization effect is better than that of the south low
permeability area.

5 Conclusion

(1) Based on a thorough study of many professional terms
that characterize the effectiveness of reserve utilization, the
term “reserve utilization quality” is proposed for the first
time as an indicator of reserve utilization effectiveness. This
characterization parameter not only reflects the utilization level
of the gas reservoir but also reflects the reserve utilization
situation during a certain period.

(2) The big data analysis technology is introduced, combined
with ward clustering analysis method and Pearson coefficient.
The main influencing factors of reserve production effect are
comprehensively considered, and the reserve utilization effect
prediction model is established on this basis.

(3) WBTCarboniferous gas reservoir is used to validate and analyze
the predictionmodel.The analysis results indicate that the fitting
degree between the predicted value and the actual value is over
95%, with high prediction accuracy and strong adaptability. It
is also suitable for evaluating the reserve utilization effect of
undeveloped gas reservoirs.
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